The predicted and experimental properties of the new doubly magic nuclei 22 O and 24 O are discussed. These together with previous observations lead to a new rule for magic numbers: if there is an oscillator magic number (2, 8, 20, or 40) for one kind of nucleon, then the other kind of nucleon has a magic number for the filling of every possible (n, l, j) value.
The predicted and experimental properties of the new doubly magic nuclei 22 O and 24 O are discussed. These together with previous observations lead to a new rule for magic numbers: if there is an oscillator magic number (2, 8, 20, or 40) for one kind of nucleon, then the other kind of nucleon has a magic number for the filling of every possible (n, l, j) value. In this article we report on the theoretical implications for new magic nuclei that have recently been discovered in the neutron-rich oxygen isotopes (Z = 8) out to the neutron drip line at neutron number N = 16. The single-particle shell structure of nuclei provides the bridge for understanding the rich features of these mesoscopic systems in terms of the interactions between nucleons. On one hand, one would like to derive the shell structure from the basic interactions; on the other hand, one can use the smaller number of singleparticle degrees of freedom to derive more complex properties in terms of configuration mixing. An important feature of the shell structures in all mesoscopic systems composed of fermions is the presence of gaps in the single-particle spectra. The magic numbers 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 , and 126 associated with the filling of the nucleon orbitals up to the shell gaps in nuclei near stability are well established [1] . For nuclei away from stability the shell gaps can change as in the case of the N = 20 gap for nuclei around 32 Mg resulting in the "island of inversion" [2] for this mass region. Recent experiments have indicated that the spin-orbit interaction decreases with increasing neutron number [3] . Although the N and Z dependence of the magic numbers can be qualitatively understood in terms of phenomenological mean-field models, a quantitative connection with the basic interactions between nucleons is still lacking. Recent results from the ab initio models of nuclei up to A = 12 suggest that the three-body interactions are important [4] .
The oxygen isotopes are the heaviest nuclei for which the neutron drip line has been experimentally well established [5] . The ground states of nuclei inside the drip line have lifetimes that are typical of those for β decay (a few hundred milliseconds in this mass region), and those outside the drip line have lifetimes characteristic of the strong interaction of unbound neutrons with nuclei (10 −21 s). Thus, in an experiment in which exotic nuclei are produced in the spallation of a heavy nucleus with a target, nuclei inside the drip line can be separated by a mass spectrometer and their properties can be studied in a detector far from the target, whereas nuclei outside the drip line decay immediately in the target. This * Electronic address: brown@nscl.msu. [11] are outside the drip line. Neutron separation energies for the oxygen isotopes (the least amount of energy it takes to remove either one or two neutrons) are shown in Fig. 1 . The experimental values deduced from the measured masses [12] shown in the top panel show the typical odd-even oscillation associated with the pairing interaction between neutrons. Beyond N = 16 the nuclei are outside the drip line and the neutron separation energy becomes negative. A consequence of the small neutron separation energy just inside the drip line is that there are few if any excited states that are bound to γ decay. The experimental values for the neutron separation energy are compared to theoretical calculations in Fig. 1 . The theory starts with the observed doubly magic property of 16 O, where there is a shell gap for both protons and neutrons (Z = N = 8). The properties of low-lying states of oxygen are obtained from a Hamiltonian for neutrons in the 0d 5/2 , 0d 3/2 , and 1s 1/2 (sd) orbitals with the single-particle energies observed in 17 O. The orbitals are labeled by n j , where n is the number of times the radial wave function crosses zero, is the orbital angular momentum, and j is the total (orbital plus spin) angular momentum. The middle panel shows results obtained with a phenomenological one-boson exchange potential (OBEP) [13] two-body interaction, and the bottom panel shows the results obtained with the renormalized G matrix for the Bonn-A nucleon-nucleon potential [14] . The agreement with experiment is good for OBEP with the neutron drip line at N = 16. With the Bonn-A G matrix the drip line is extended to N = 20 in disagreement with experiment.
The energy of the first-excited 2 + state is one of the indicators for magic nuclei. The experimental values for nuclei out to 22 O are shown in the top panel of Fig. 1 . The doubly magic nature of 22 O was first indicated by a radioactive beam Coulomb excitation experiment at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University [15] where a 2 + state was observed at 3.19 MeV, which is almost twice that in the adjacent N = 10 and 12 nuclei, indicating the presence of a N = 14 shell gap. This is also supported by the B(E2) value deduced from the inelastic scattering experiments [15] . The absence of any excited states that are bound to γ decay for 24 O observed in experiments at GANIL [16] imply that its first excited state lies above the neutron separation energy of 3.6 ± 0.3 MeV. The OBEP and Bonn-A results for the 2 + energies are also shown in Fig. 1 .
The nucleus 24 O (N = 16) has very interesting properties. It lies on the neutron drip line but has a relatively large neutron separation energy of 3.6 MeV. There is a sudden drop in the neutron separation energy from 3.6 MeV for N = 16 to a negative value for N = 17. The lower limit of 3.6 MeV for a bound excited state implies a doubly magic property.
The essential difference between the OBEP and the renormalized G matrix results can be interpreted in terms of the underlying single-particle degrees of freedom. The single-particle energies as a function of neutron number are shown in Fig. 2 between N = 15 and 16, and 0d 3/2 between N = 17 and 20. The increase of the splitting between the 0d 5/2 and 1s 1/2 energies between N = 9 and N = 14 found for the OBEP interaction is responsible for creating the shell gap at N = 14 and does not appear for Bonn-A. The loosely bound nature of the 0d 3/2 orbit for N > 16 found for the OBEP interaction is responsible for making these nuclei unbound to neutron decay.
The incorrect behavior of the 0d 5/2 -1s 1/2 splitting found for the G-matrix interaction was already indicated in the sd shell nuclei closer to stability in the early many-particle shell-model calculations for this mass region [17] . This was one of several problems with the renormalized G-matrix interactions that lead the development of effective two-body matrix elements for the sd shell that culminated in the set of "universal sd" (USD) twobody matrix elements [18] . There are 63 unique combinations of two-body matrix elements for the sd shell. When the USD values for these are used for configuration mixing, on the order of one thousand low-lying levels in the mass region A = 16-40 can be reproduced to an rms accuracy of about 200 keV. The OBEP interaction we use here (the SDPOTA interaction in Table XIII of Ref. [13] ) was a later successful attempt to fit the sd-shell energy data in terms of a one-boson exchange potential with fewer (20) parameters. A density dependence was introduced and one of the terms used for the OBEP has an infinite range and is equivalent to a constant (monopole) interaction.
The difference between the OBEP and Bonn-A shell gaps at N = 14 has a dramatic effect on the excited state spectrum of 22 O as shown in comparison with experiment [16] in Fig. 3 . The spins of the excited states are not measured experimentally, but the γ decay scheme is consistent with the association between OBEP and experiment indicated in Fig. 3 . The Bonn-A spectrum is much too compressed compared to experiment. Excited state spectra for 21 O and 22 O are shown in Ref. [16] , where excellent agreement between experiment, and the USD prediction is found. From 18 O to 24 50 keV. We conclude that shell-model extrapolations to nuclei at and beyond the neutron drip line can be successful if the effective Hamiltonian is well established. The behavior of the single-particle energies is entirely determined by the monopole part of the interaction. The difference between Bonn-A and OBEP (USD) corresponds to a 0.5 MeV increase in the monopole part of the 0d 5/2 -1s 1/2 two-body matrix elements. Where does this come from? Zuker has emphasized that these types of effective monopole corrections are also important in the p and pf shells and proposes that they may be interpreted in terms of a contribution of the three-body interaction to the valence shell-model interaction [19] . It will be important to find the effect of "realistic" three-body interactions in the shell structure of nuclei as well as in nuclear matter. There does not appear to be any evidence for a decrease in the 0d 5/2 -0d 3/2 spin-orbit splitting in contrast to the recent evidence for a decrease found in heavy nuclei [3] . Hartree-Fock models also fail to reproduce the neutron-number dependence of the single-particle energies. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where the USD single-particle energies (that are similar to the the OBEP values in Fig. 2 ) are compared with typical WoodsSaxon, nonrelativistic Skyrme Hartree-Fock (SKX) [20] , and relativistic Hartree-Fock (NL3) [21] results. We have proposed that Hartree-Fock single-particle energies can be combined with shell-model configuration mixing [22] . Although this is necessary for the nuclei far from stability where there is no experimental information on the single-particle energies, it is better to use the effective shell-model Hamiltonians that include the monopole corrections when they can be well determined from experimental data. When the continuum is included in the calculation [23] , the states above the neutron separation energy (including the ground states for nuclei beyond the drip line) acquire a decay width because of the one-and two-neutron decay modes. Because the 0d 3/2 orbital with a single-particle energy near zero is being filled beyond N = 16, many of these widths could be narrow-a few hundred kilo-electron volts-because of the low decay energy and the = 2 centrifugal barrier. Thus it will be interesting to carry out experiments that explore the structure of these states beyond the drip line by measuring the resonances associated with the outgoing neutrons in coincidence with final states. Two-thirds of the even-even isotopes are doubly magic ( 14, 16, 22, 24 O). In general doubly magic nuclei are not common. [24, 25] . If the oscillator rule is valid, is it an accident or is there some underlying reason perhaps associated with many-body interactions? Studies of the heavier nuclei at the neutron drip lines that will be possible with the next generation of radioactive beam accelerators will provide critical experimental information for these unique mesoscopic systems. The experimental and theoretical understanding of drip line nuclei is also important for nuclear structure input to astrophysical models of the rapid-neutron capture mechanisms for heavy-element formation [26] .
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